[The role of models in economic evaluation of healthcare].
The information on which decision-making in healthcare is based --especially information on new drugs or technologies-- comes mainly from phase III clinical trials, which are carried out according to clinical efficacy criteria. Placebos are frequently used as comparators. Therefore, no clinical or economic evidence is usually available to assess the new product or technology in real-life practice (effectiveness). Efficiency is seldom evaluated either. The clinical evidence generated by clinical trials usually evaluates intermediate, not final clinical variables. This makes decision-making difficult, both for clinicians or health-care managers in areas as varied as financing drugs or technology, inclusion of these in a therapeutic formulary or in clinical pathways. To obtain clinical and economic information, modelling techniques have been developed in the field of health economics. This study reviews the justification of the use of models, their characteristics, methodological requirements and steps followed for their construction and resolution, while Markov models are explained.